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Separation

When I Miss You
By Cornelia Maude Spelman & Illustrated by Kathy Parkinson
Albert Whitman & Co.
ISBN 9780807589045
Board Book, $7.99
A young guinea pig feels anxious when he is separated from his parents. Ages 1-3 years.

No More Bottles for Bunny!
By Bernette Ford & Illustrated by Sam Williams
Sterling Publishers
ISBN 9781906250225
Board Book, $6.95
When Bunny gets an invitation to Piggy’s tea party, he must learn to give up his bottle and drink from a cup. Ages 1-3 years.

No More Pacifier for Piggy!
By Bernette Ford & Illustrated by Sam Williams
Sterling Publishers
ISBN 9781907152962
Board Book, $6.95
When visiting his friend Ducky, Piggy must choose between playing a new game and sucking on his pacifier. Ages 1-3 years.

Don’t Want to Go!
By Shirley Hughes
Candlewick Press
ISBN 9780763650919
Hardcover, $16.99
Lily’s mother is sick and her father must go to work, but she does not want to stay with a babysitter. Ages 2-5 years.

Owen
By Kevin Henkes
HarperCollins Publishers
ISBN 9780688148867
Paperback, $4.99
Owen loves his fuzzy blanket and outwits all suggestions for giving it up, until his mother finds a solution that makes everyone happy. Ages 2-5 years.

The Kissing Hand
By Audrey Penn & Illustrated by Ruth Harper
Tanglewood Press
ISBN 9781933718101
Paperback, $12.95
When Chester the raccoon is reluctant to go to kindergarten for the first time, his mother teaches him a secret way to carry her love with him. Ages 4-6 years.

Two Homes
By Claire Masurel & Illustrated by Kady MacDonald Denton
Candlewick Press
ISBN 9780763619848
Paperback, $6.99
Alex feels safe and loved in the homes of both his parents even though they live apart and are divorced. Ages 4-6 years.

I Miss You!: A Military Kid’s Book About Deployment
By Beth Andrews & Illustrated by Hawley Wright
Prometheus Books
ISBN 9781591025344
Hardcover, $12.99
Children come to understand why a parent or sibling had to leave home for duty, how to cope with their feelings and to know they are not alone. Ages 5-7 years.
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